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                Your country has been detected as Ireland. You might like to visit our Ireland site.
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                Your country has been detected as South Africa. You might like to visit our South Africa site.
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                您所在的国家/地区已被检测为中国。您可能想访问我们的中国网站。
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                We know a better way

            

            
                Cardinal service, the world over

            

            
                Trusted by over 6000 clients
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                The world's largest employee owned logistics business

                Cardinal Global Logistics is an award-winning business offering highly engineered supply chain solutions, 3PL services, internet fulfilment, global freight forwarding, Customs Bureau and other bespoke solutions.

                We’re a technology-led logistics business; leading the industry with our innovative, intelligent and adaptable IT solutions, giving our clients true supply chain visibility, control and value.

            

        

    





    
        
            
                How can we help you?
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                We provide award winning logistics services with exceptional service and value.
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                We're passionate about helping our clients operate their supply chains more effectively.
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                We offer secured warehousing and can pick, pack and dispatch your orders, to save you time and money.
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                Our priority is to explore and implement the most resilient solutions for your business.
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                We offer award-winning, highly engineered project solutions for every gauge of cargo.
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                We can help grow your business with reliable trade financing and insurance.
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            We're here to help

        

        

            
                Get in touch

                Our integrated global network, provides colleagues right around the world. We work closely with quality-assured partners in every continent. This ensures we deliver supply chain expertise with local knowledge on-the-ground.


                Continental Head Offices.


                
                    
                        Manchester, UK

                        Leestone Road, 

                            Sharston Industrial Estate, 

                            Manchester, M22 4RB

                        +44 (0) 161 491 8627
                    


                    
                        Hong Kong, China

                        Unit 3205-7, 32/F, Saxon Tower,

                            7 Cheung Shun Street, Cheung Sha Wan, 
Kowloon, Hong Kong

                        +852 2251 9320
                    


                    
                        Durban, South Africa

                        Office 211, Granada Square,

                            16 Chartwell Drive, Umhlanga Rocks, 
Durban, South Africa

                        +27 31 561 5491
                    


                


                View all global offices
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